Stream computing has emerged as an important model of computation for embedded system applications particularly in the multimedia and network processing domains. In recent past several programming languages and embedded multicore processors have been proposed for streaming applications. This paper examines the execution and dynamic scheduling of stream programs on embedded multi-core processors. The paper addresses the problem in the context of a multi-tasking environment with a time varying allocation of processing elements for a particular streaming application. As a solution the paper proposes a two step approach where the stream program is first compiled to gather key application information, and to generate re-targetable code. A light weight dynamic scheduler incorporates the second stage of the approach. The dynamic scheduler utilizes the static information and available resources to assign or partition the application across the multi-core architecture. The objective of the dynamic scheduler is to maximize the throughput of the application, and it is sensitive to the resource (processing elements, scratch-pad memory, DMA bandwidth) constraints imposed by the target architecture. We evaluate the proposed approach by compiling and scheduling benchmark stream programs on a representative embedded multi-core processor. We present experimental results that evaluate the quality of the solutions generated by the proposed approach by comparisons with existing techniques.
INTRODUCTION
Stream computing has emerged as an important programming model for high performance compute intensive embedded system workloads. Examples of such workloads include network processing, multimedia and signal processing and computer vision. Stream programs are typically specified as a set of actors or filters communicating with each other through FIFOs. In each execution an actor consumes a fixed amount of tokens or data items on its input FIFO(s) and produces a fixed amount of tokens on its output FIFO(s). Thus, a stream program specification exposes the task and data level parallelism of the application. A number of stream programming languages have also emerged in recent past for specifying such applications. CUDA [15] , Peakstream [18] , Rapidmind [14] , TStreams [11] , OpenCL [19] , StreamIt [20] , and CAL [6] are examples of commercial and academic stream programming languages. Typically, stream applications exhibit stable actor execution sequence and memory access patterns. Consequently, stream applications can be aggressively analyzed statically to generate highly optimized implementations.
Processor architectures specifically aimed at stream programming workloads have also emerged concomitantly with stream computing and programming languages. Such processor architectures are also called as stream processors and they incorporate specialized architectural features. As stream computing workloads are characterized by high computation requirements, stream processors are implemented by multicore architectures. Specifically, stream processors are implemented as heterogeneous multi-core architecture where control plane processor(s) implements the more mundane workloads (such as OS, JVM and so on) and a multi-core data plane sub-system implements the streaming workloads.
The data plane sub-system typically consists of an array of homogeneous processor cores that may incorporate specialized instructions based on the target domain. More importantly as stream programs permit extensive static analysis, the data plane processors incorporate scratch pad memories (or SPM) instead of caches. SPM requires the programmer or compiler to manage the code execution and scheduling along with data communication. Although, there is a greater burden on the static (manual or automated) design phase with SPM, the generated designs exhibit higher performance and lower power consumption in comparison to cache based architectures. Finally, the data plane processors do not host an OS. Rather, the OS or scheduler executing on the control plane processor is responsible for overall orchestration of application execution on the data plane. Examples of commercial stream processors include IBM Cell Broadband Engine (BE) [9] , Nvidia GeForce series [10] , Ageia's PhysX [22] , TI TMS320C6472 [21] and many DSPs.
A key challenge in implementing stream programs on associated stream processor architectures is the partitioning or parallelization of the application across the multi-core data plane. As the data plane processors incorporate an SPM the programmer or compiler is burdened with the task of also partitioning the limited SPM for code and data, and initiating transfers of code from external DRAM memory, and data to/from external DRAM and SPMs of other cores. The programmer or compiler must balance computation with communication overheads to maximize the throughput of the application. To the best of our knowledge there are no commercial tool chains that can effectively perform all the design trade-offs for implementing an application on stream processor architectures. However, several compiler techniques and optimizations have been proposed in recent past in academia.
A key drawback of the static compilation approaches is that it produces a single executable code implementation. For example if the target processor architecture has 8 cores, the compiler will optimize the application to utilize all the 8 cores (or fewer if specified). However, the number of cores available to execute an application vary in a typical multitasking embedded system. For example it is quite possible that 4 cores are initially available to run an application, after some time 8 cores are available, and next 2 cores are available. In other words the number of cores available to execute a stream application may vary over time. Existing compiler approaches do not permit dynamic variation in the available number of cores for a streaming application. This paper addresses the problem of dynamic scheduling of streaming applications on embedded multi-core architectures (see Figure 1) . Specifically, we present a two stage approach consisting of retargetable code generation at compile time, and its dynamic scheduling at run time. The proposed dynamic scheduling approach is able to assign actors to processing cores at runtime while effectively balancing the limited SPM memory and communication overheads. We present experimental results that compare the proposed approach against other existing dynamic scheduling techniques, and static compilation approaches.
PREVIOUS WORK
Pino et al. [17] addressed the problem of scheduling SDF specifications on multi-core processors. Chen et al. [5] and Ostler et al. [16] proposed approaches for mapping networking applications on multi-core network processors. Liao et al. [13] proposed techniques for parallelizing Brook language specifications on general purpose processors. Gordon et al. [7] developed a heuristic approach to generate multithreaded code for RAW processor architecture. Kudlur et al. [12] proposed an integer linear programming (ILP) based approach for mapping StreamIt applications on IBM Cell BE. Che et al. [4] proposed an ILP and heuristic technique for mapping StreamIt specifications on Cell BE that accounted for the on-chip memory constraints. They improved upon their previous work by addressing cyclical dependencies in the StreamIt specification [3] . All of these approaches generate one parallelized implementation for the input specification based on the available cores in the target architecture. If the available number of cores that are available on the target architecture are reduced the implementation cannot be utilized. Thus, the compiled executables are not able to address dynamic variations in available resources.
Wiggers et al. [23] made a case for runtime scheduling and noticed that for dataflow based applications runtime scheduling can be managed at high level of abstraction. Zhang et al. [24] proposed a dynamic scheduling scheme for IBM Cell BE that utilizes a operating system like ready queue based approach which ignores the overall structure of the application. Blagojevic et al. [2] presented a multigrain parallel scheduling (MGPS) approach for IBM Cell BE that uses message passing interface (MPI) protocol and aims to combine task and loop parallelization schemes. The approach relies upon a fixed task to SPE assignment and therefore cannot effectively adopt to variations in number of available cores.
Flexstream proposed by Hormati et al. [8] is one of the two existing approaches whose problem focus closely matches ours. Flexstream utilizes a compile time ILP optimization to generate a maximal parallel implementation of the StreamIt specification on the IBM Cell like architecture. The parallel implementation is then adopted to address variations in available number of cores at run time. Baker et al. [1] also proposed an approach to dynamic scheduling of StreamIt specification on IBM Cell BE. They utilize compile time heuristic approach to generate a periodic admissible sequential schedule (or PASS) of the StreamIt specification that is dynamically parallelized at run time. Our static compile time approach is similar to Baker et al. However, we also describe schemes for generation of re-targetable code and its implementation at run-time. Our dynamic scheduler is distinguished from both Flexstream and Baker et al. by its structured unrolling approach to achieve highly optimized implementations through fusion and fission. Further, in comparison to Baker et al. the computational complexity of our algorithm is linear for a fixed number of cores. The experimental results demonstrate the superior performance of the proposed approach against both Flexstream and Baker et al., and establish the contribution of the paper.
PRELIMINARIES

Stream program
We consider stream programs that are specified using StreamIt [20] . In StreamIt a filter, also called an actor in the paper, is the smallest unit of computation (see Figure 1 ). An actor can be composed by container classes into a split-join construct to specify task level parallelism, a pipeline construct to specify data level parallelism, and feedback construct. A filter communicates with other filters through FIFOs. A filter in each execution or firing consumes a fixed number of tokens or data items from its input FIFOs and produces a fixed number of tokens on its output FIFOs. An actor can fire as long as there are enough tokens on its input FIFOs and the output FIFOs have sufficient space to hold the data tokens. As such the StreamIt execution semantics closely follow synchronous dataflow (SDF) model of computation, and the intermediate representation (IR) used by our approach is based on SDF.
Embedded multi-core architecture
We consider the IBM Cell BE [9] as a representative stream processor architecture (see Figure 1) . The Cell BE is a 32-bit architecture composed of a Power processor element (PPE) that acts as the control plane processor, and eight synergistic processing elements (SPEs) that form the data plane subsystem. Each SPE has 256 KB SPM that must be managed by the programmer for hosting both code and data. Each SPE is also equipped with a DMA engine for communicating both code and data to/from DRAM and other SPMs. The 9 processing cores are connected with each other and the DRAM controller through the element interconnect bus (EIB). The DMA overhead for sending data over the EIB has been characterized as (0.21 + 0.075 × d)µs where d is the size of data in KB that is being communicated [3] .
Problem description
Given:
• An SDF based description of the StreamIt specification as G(V, E) where V is the set of actors and E is the set of FIFOs. For each u ∈ V , t(v) describes the run time of the actor on a single SPE and s(v) describes the code size in KB. Similarly for each e(u, v) ∈ E, p(e) denotes the number of tokens produced by u, c(e) gives the number of tokens consumed by v, s(e) gives the size of each token in KB of each token produced by u, and d(e) gives the initial number of tokens on an edge (relevant in the case of cycles).
• An embedded multi-core processor where P denotes the set of cores currently available for the application in the data plane, M denotes the size of SPM associated with each processor, and DMA overhead for com-
Generate a run-time schedule that maps the actors to cores in the data plane subject to the memory constraints and communication overheads with an objective of maximizing the throughput of the application.
DYNAMIC SCHEDULING OF STREAM APPLICATIONS
Our approach to dynamic scheduling of stream applications on embedded multi-core architectures consists of two stages (see Figure 2) . In the first stage we utilize a compiler to analyze the stream application and generate re-targetable code for the actors along with some other information. During run time a dynamic scheduling framework executes the application on the available cores. The dynamic scheduling framework has the capability to execute the same application on variable number of cores. In the following few sections we discuss the compilation stage, dynamic scheduling algorithm and implementation details. In our approach we have considered StreamIt as the input specification language and IBM Cell BE as the target multi-core architecture.
Compile time analysis
The key objective of the compilation stage is to statically analyze the application, generate key information for the dynamic scheduling algorithm, generate a periodic sequential schedule for the application, and create re-targetable executables for the actors within the application.
Structure of the application
The compiler analyzes the StreamIt specification to extract the SDF based intermediate representation of the application. The SDF representation captures the graphical structure of the application along with the number and sizes of data tokens produced and consumed on each edge. We make two transformations on the SDF based representation both driven by our focus on dynamic scheduling. We first transform the SDF into a single appearance schedule. Thus, each actor in the transformed schedule has only one firing for one complete execution of the application. Further, we collapse any cycles in to a single actor. Both these optimizations reduce the size of the SDF and complexity of the dynamic scheduling problem. We would like to emphasize that as we are considering SDFs that represent entire applications, cycles are not very common. We call the transformed structure as SDF' and the corresponding graph is denoted by G (V , E ). In the single appearance SDF' each edge e ∈ E has the same number of tokens that are produced and consumed, and we denote it as pc(e).
Periodic admissible sequential schedule
The compiler conducts the rank test on the application and generates the periodic admissible sequential schedule or PASS for the application if a schedule exists. The PASS is generated by a depth first traversal of the SDF' subject to precedence constraints between parent and child actors. The algorithm requires that a special source actor exist in the application that generates the input data stream. For example in the StreamIt benchmarks the file reader actor acts as the source actor for the application. As the SDF' is a single appearance graph, the generated PASS fires all instances of the same actor in the original SDF as a consecutive sequence. Further, all actors belonging to a cycle are also fired consecutively.
Retargetable code generation
The compiler generates retargetable binaries for all the actors. We are interested in run time scaling up or down of the number of cores available to the application. As we do not know the number of cores available to the application, we initially assume that all the actors are assigned to the same core and executed according to the PASS. In the case that the application does not contain cycles or statefull (described below) actors, replication of the same PASS across the available number of cores is indeed the throughput optimal solution (subject to available memory).
SDF annotation and actor classification
After the binaries have been compiled the static analysis phase generates additional information for the dynamic scheduler. It records the code memory requirements for each actor, workload for one firing of the actor in SDF', total workload for the PASS (Wpass), and classification of the actors in SDF' as stateless or statefull. An actor is classified as statefull if the output in each firing is a function of the current and past inputs (stored as state). Alternatively, an actor is stateless if the outputs are purely a function of the current inputs. An actor in SDF' that represents a cycle in SDF is labeled as statefull.
Dynamic scheduler
The objective of the dynamic scheduler is to generate a highly optimized software pipelined schedule for execution of the streaming application. The dynamic scheduling algorithm utilizes software pipelining and unrolling to maximize the throughput of the application. Software pipelining is achieved by introducing double buffering for intercore communication. Unrolling is achieved by utilizing a fusion-fission approach. Fusion assigns multiple actors to a single batch. Fission assigns each batch to one or more cores. When a batch is assigned to more than one core it effectively unrolls the SDF'. As the schedule is generated dynamically we are interested in a near linear time algorithm. In the following paragraphs we describe the calculation of optimal/batch workloads, actor to batch assignment, fission/unrolling of a batch, and amortization of DMA overhead. Finally, we discuss the pseudo code for the algorithm.
Calculation of optimal workload per core
The optimal workload for each core for a given application is a function of the number of cores, and maximum workload of a statefull actor, and is given by:
As multiple instances of a statefull actor in an unrolled SDF' must be executed sequentially, the effective throughput of the statefull cannot be increased by its replication across multiple cores. Alternatively, the effective throughput of a stateless actor can be increased in an unrolled SDF by replicating it on multiple cores. Thus, the optimal workload of the application is also lower bounded by the maximum workload of any statefull actor.
Calculation of workload and memory requirements of a batch
As an actor u is assigned to a batch b, the workload of the batch is summation of its current workload plus the actor workload. Thus,
The memory requirement of a batch M (b) is summation of the memory required by code for actors assigned to the batch, intra-batch (same as intra-core) communication buffers, and inter-batch (identical to inter-core) communication buffers. Thus,
As an actor is assigned to a batch, the code memory requirement of the batch increases by the size of binary executable file for the actor. The increase in buffer memory requirement is dependent upon if the parent or child of the actor have been assigned to any batch or not (currently unassigned). Further, if the parent or child has already been assigned to the same batch as the actor or a different one, the memory requirements are different. Thus, we have the following three cases:
• Case I : The parent u of the actor v has not been assigned to any batch. In this case we initially assume that u will be assigned to a different batch, and the inter-batch communication buffer requirement is increased to accommodate for double buffering.
Similarly, for a child w of v that has not been assigned to any batch we initially assume double buffering. Thus, the equation is identical except the edge e(v, w) is considered.
• Case II : The parent u of the actor v has been assigned to the same batch as v. In this case we remove the double buffers that we had initially assigned for interbatch communication, and increase the buffer for intrabatch communication. Thus,
The calculation for a child actor w which has also been assigned to the same batch as v is also similar.
• Case III : The parent u of the actor v has been assigned to a different batch b . In this case we only need to assign space for double buffering in batch b to which v is being assigned. Thus,
The buffer space calculation for a child w of actor v is similar.
Actor to batch assignment or fusion
The dynamic scheduling algorithm first assigns statefull actors to batches followed by stateless actors. The strategy for actor to batch assignment is different for each of these two types of actors.
Statefull actors :
We assign statefull actors to a batch in the order that they appear within the PASS. We assign multiple statefull actors to a batch as long as the workload of the batch is less than Wopt and memory requirements of the batch are lower than the SPM (M ) size. When addition of an actor to a batch results in the violation of either of these two constraints, we assign the actor to a new batch. We refer to a generic statefull actor batch as b stf i .
Stateless actors :
The stateless actors are also assigned to batches in the order that they appear within the PASS. However, in the assignment of the stateless actors we only consider the memory constraints. That is we only ensure that the memory requirements of the batch are lower than the SPM size. We ignore the workload of the batch as we can maximize the workload of a stateless actor batch by fission (or unrolling). We refer to a generic stateless actor batch as b stl i . It is possible that at this stage after assigning actors to batches the total number of batches are greater than the number of cores. Thus, we cannot do one to one mapping between the batches and cores. The primary reason for mapping statefull and stateless actors to different batches is to be able to improve the throughput of stateless batches by batch replication. If on the other hand the number of batches are already greater than the number of cores, we cannot do replication. In such a case we attempt to generate a new solution where we mix both statefull and stateless actors in batches. The actors are assigned in the order that they appear within the PASS. We again ensure that Wopt and SPM memory constraints are not violated. If the solution still has more batches than the number of cores, then we make a final attempt by re-distributing the actors in the smaller workload batches across batches with larger workloads subject to memory constraint. If a valid solution is still not found we declare failure.
Batch replication and core assignment
After the actors have been assigned to batches we improve the throughput of the application by unrolling or fission provided the number of batches are less than the number of cores. During fission we only consider batches that contain stateless actors. Each batch of statefull actors are assigned a unique core. Let P denote the number of cores that is remaining after the statefull batches have been assigned. We first calculate the optimal fission for each batch of stateless actors bi:
is not necessarily an integer. We then estimate the total core requirement after fission as K = ∀i U * (b stl i ). The fission of a stateless batch is then set as:
If at the end of batch replication there are some free cores (number of batches less than the number of cores) and the optimal workload of the application is constrained by stateless batch, then we attempt to improve the throughput by generating an alternative solution. In the new solution we mix both statefull and stateless actors together, and assign actors to batches in the order that they appear within the PASS. We compare the new alternative with the previous solution, and select the one with better performance.
DMA overhead amortization
In our actor to batch (and eventually core) mapping we do incorporate double buffers for amortizing DMA overheads. However, DMA overheads are typically governed by a minimum base cost (0.21µs on Cell BE). The base cost is constant below a certain threshold, D th of data transfer (D th is 2KB in Cell BE) and then increases linearly with data size X (7.5×10 −2 ×Xµs in Cell BE). Thus, if a DMA operation involves fewer than D th KB of data, its cost can be amortized by block processing. Block processing involves delaying the transfer of data until more data is produced by computation and then initiating bulk transfers. Effectively, block processing involves further unrolling of the application and requires more buffer memory for inter-core communication. Figure  3 shows an example of block processing. The left hand side of Figure 3 depicts the original design produced by the fission stage that has an unrolling factor of 2. However, the DMA transfer size for batch 1 is lower than the threshold, and its overhead is greater than associated computation. We unroll the implementation thereby increasing the unrolling factor to 4 as shown in the right hand side of Figure 3 . As the rate of increase of DMA overhead beyond the threshold is quite low, we are able to completely mask the communication overhead by computation. Our algorithm applies block processing only if the DMA overhead for some batch is greater than its associated computation, and if the block processing indeed would result in an improvement.
Algorithm and complexity analysis
The pseudo-code for the dynamic scheduling algorithm is given in Algorithm 1. Line 3 calculates the Wopt, Line 4 assigns the statefull actors to batches, and Line 6 assigns stateless filters to batches. Line 8 performs batch replication or fission if the number of batches in current solution is less than number of cores (F = f alse). Line 9 checks for the case if the number of batches is less than the number of cores, and if the optimal workload is constrained by stateless batches. Function Wmax() returns the maximum workload over a set of batches. Line 10 sets R as true if the condition is satisfied. The if block of Line 11 generates a solution by assigning actors in the PASS order to batches. The algorithm enters the block if no valid solution has been generated upto this stage (F = true) or R is true. Line 14 attempts to re-distribute the smaller workload batches across the larger workload batches (subject to memory constraint) if the generated solution is not valid. The function ReAssignBatches() performs this operation and modifies B . 
Implementation details
In this section we discuss the implementation details for the dynamic scheduler in the context of an embedded multicore architecture. In the following we have assumed the target architecture as IBM Cell BE. However, the discussion holds true for other multi-core architectures that utilize an SPM. In the following sections we discuss the memory map, software pipeline implementation, and run-time control thread. control blocks, heap, and stack. Given a fixed size SPM, we first preserve the memory for library function and global data. Then, the memory for storing the code of our run time control thread is allocated. Immediately after the static code region, we allocate a fixed size memory for storing overlay tables and control blocks 1 . We maintain two overlay tables, one for storing information of the code source, destination addresses, and size of each actor ( ovly table). The other table maintains information about whether an actor is present in the on-chip SPM ( ovly buf table). The control blocks also have two implementations, namely batch control block (bcb) and actor control block (acb). A batch control block contains information of the entire batch, and an actor control block contains information that is specific to each actor. The remaining memory is designated for heap and stack. The actor code and their data buffers of each SPM are dynamically allocated in heap because they are unknown at compile time. The buffers include space for intra-core communication, inter-core incoming data, and inter-core outgoing data. Section 4.2.2 included the discussion for calculation for data buffer sizes to be allocated.
SPM layout and allocation
Software pipelining
As discussed earlier the dynamic scheduler generates a software pipelined schedule for application execution. Figure 5 provides a simple example with 2 actors and 3 processing engines. We will first discuss this example as a case study and then explain the implementation details.
In Figure 5 (A) we have a stream application with one producer A and one consumer B. Assume that the workload of A is twice of B, and B is a statefull actor. After mapping them to 3 processors we will have actor A mapped to batch B0 then replicated once, and actor B mapped to batch B1. After batch to processing engine mapping, we have the first copy of actor A (A0) mapped to processing engine P1, the second copy of actor A (A1) mapped to processing engine P2, and actor B mapped to processing engine P3. Each copy of A and B has two buffers for every communication edge to implement double buffering. At iteration 0, both A0 and A1 start execution. Exec A0,0 in Figure 5 (B) denotes the first execution of A0 and DMA{A0,0} denotes that the DMA engine transfers the output data of Exec A0,0 to its destination. Starting from iteration 2, the output data of A0 and A1 are available. We start DMA{A0,0} at iteration 2 and in iteration 4 we start the first execution of B that consumes this data, denoted by Exec B,0{A0,0}. We also start DMA{A1,0} in iteration 2 that transfers data to the other incoming buffer of B. Consequently, we have parallelized executions of (A0,1 ), (A1,1 ), (DMA{A0,0}), and (DMA{A1,0}) in this iteration. Then in iterations 4 and iteration 5, we have A0, A1 each being executed once, their data being transferred to B, and Actor B executed twice. This is also the steady state execution of the entire application. We set synchronization barriers across the steady state schedule.
In our implementation, the control block of each batch holds the information of the current execution index and the number of actors mapped to the batch. The control block of each actor contains information of the iteration at which the current actor starts execution and DMA operations, the address location of actor code, pointers for its input and output data buffers in local SPM, and the source and destination of its incoming and outgoing data. All control blocks are initialized in the control plane processor by the dynamic scheduler, and then transferred to each on-chip SPM through DMAs. A main routine that operates on these data and executes a batch is discussed in the following section.
Run-time control thread
Algorithm 3 describes the main routine of our run time control thread that executes on the data plane core (SPE in IBM Cell BE) and implements the previously discussed software pipelined execution. The main body of the control thread is a while loop. Line 2 in the algorithm implements the synchronization barrier, and waits for a message from the control plane core (PPE in IBM Cell BE). The message has four components. The msg.stop execution bit determines whether we terminate the slave thread. If msg.stop execution is true, then the control thread exits immediately and writes a message back to the control plane core, Line 16. Otherwise, it checks msg.new schedule start bit to see whether the current iteration is a start of a new schedule. If msg.new schedule start is true, then the control thread frees any heap memory that has been allocated, including previous allocations for actor code and data buffers. Then it reallocates memory for actor code and data buffers of the new schedule. The size of each memory allocation can be extracted from the same mailbox message. It then initializes the control blocks and overlay tables with data that is generated by the dynamic scheduler through DMAs. The msg.flush pipeline start bit indicates whether we terminate the execution of the current application and flush the entire pipeline. If msg.flush pipeline start is true, then Table 1 : StreamIt Benchmarks the control thread updates the actor control blocks. The corresponding end iterations of actor executions and DMA transfers will be updated which flush the software pipeline. Lines 10-14 implement parallel execution of a batch for the current iteration and DMA transfers for the last iteration. The thread first initiates DMA transfers for data that are produced from the previous stage. Then for each actor, if the current batch execution index is no less than its execution start index and no more than its execution end index, it executes the current actor. After execution of every actor in the batch, it ensures that the DMA transfers for data that were produced in the previous are complete. Then it writes a mailbox message back to the control plane processor for starting the next iteration.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We evaluated our technique by compiling and dynamic scheduling of StreamIt benchmark application suite (shown in Table 1 ). The target architecture was considered to be similar to IBM Cell BE. We compared the performance of our approach with two existing dynamic scheduling techniques proposed by Hormati et al. (Flexstream) [8] and Baker et al. [1] . We also compared the performance of our dynamic scheduler with a static scheduling technique proposed by Che et al. [3] . We characterized the workloads and buffer requirements of the actors by compiling and executing them on IBM Cell BE. In order to evaluate the proposed and existing approaches for architectures with larger number of cores we constructed SystemC models. 
Comparisons with existing approaches
Comparison with Flexstream [8] .
Flexstream utilizes an integer linear programming (ILP) formulation to obtain a maximal parallel schedule during design time on the available number of cores. It then reduces the degree of parallelism in the implementation dynamically as the number of cores are reduced. In our experiment we set the maximum number of cores as 32. Thus, Flexstream generated an implementation for each application at compile time that required 32 cores. We then evaluated the performance of the Flexstream approach as the number of cores were varied from 2 to 32. Figure 6 plots the performance improvement in throughput achieved by utilizing our approach in comparison to Flexstream for each of the StreamIt benchmarks and for 2-32 cores. A few trends are clearly observable. The designs generated by our approach are overwhelmingly superior to Flexstream in vast majority of the cases. Further, the performance due to our approach improves as the number of cores increase. The rate of increase in performance reduces at 32 cores. This is because the Flexstream implementation at 32 cores is the statically generated design. However, the designs by our approach even at 32 cores is better than Flexstream. The primary reason for the better performance of our approach is the aggressive unrolling that we apply both during fission (or batch replication) and DMA overhead amortization. Our approach generates designs that are on an average 5.55 times faster (standard deviation of 17.91) than Flexstream. Further, our compile time stage on an average executes in 0.03s while Flexstream ILP approach requires 49000s. Finally, our dynamic scheduling stage requires 0.3ms on average while Flexstream executes in 0.27ms.
Comparison with Baker et al. [1] .
The static analysis stage of Baker et al. is similar to our technique, and unlike Flexstream they utilize unrolling. We compared the designs generated by our approach against Baker et al. for 2 to 128 cores. Figure 7 plots the perfor- As can be observed from the figure our technique generates superior designs in comparison to Baker et al. In particular for bitonic-sort, des, fft, fm, mpeg2-subset and vocoder our approach gives large performance improvements. The primary reason for the performance improvement is that we restrict the DMA overheads by assignment of actors to batches and then replicating the batches to perform systematic unrolling which creates symmetric allocations. Baker et al. perform unrolling before assigning actors to batches (which are then one-to-one mapped to cores). Consequently, the distribution of actors across cores is quite arbitrary and results in larger DMA overheads. The average performance improvement due to our approach over Baker et al. is 6.38X with standard deviation of 23.84. Further, our dynamic scheduling algorithm executes in 0.32ms on average while Baker et al. requires 0.63ms or almost twice as much as our approach. The computational complexity of our dynamic scheduling approach is linear time for a fixed number of cores and therefore we are able to generate solutions in half the time.
Performance comparison with compile time approach.
We also compared the performance obtained by our technique against a compile time approach by Che et al. [3] that generates one solution for an application based on the num- ber of cores specified to the compiler. Unlike, our technique the compile time approach by Che et al. utilizes retiming to address cycles in the application graph. However, in contrast to our approach they do not consider unrolling of the application. We compared the solutions generated by our approach against the static compilation technique for 2 to 128 cores. Figure 8 gives the performance improvement obtained by our dynamic scheduling technique against the static compilation approach. As can be seen from the figure our dynamic scheduling technique out performs the static compilation approach in many cases. The performance improvement is primarily due to the aggressive unrolling utilized by our approach. Further, even though we do not optimize for cyclic dependencies for the StreamIt benchmarks we are still able to out perform the static compilation approach that does optimize cyclic dependencies. The average performance improvement due to our dynamic scheduling approach is 3X (standard deviation 6.48). Further, the average run time of the static compilation approach is 6s which is much larger than our dynamic scheduling technique that executes in ms.
Impact of DMA amortization optimization and comparisons with optimal
We also analyzed the impact of DMA amortization through block processing on the overall performance of the algorithm. Figure 9 depicts the normalized performance obtained by 
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Our Algorithm 16KB 32KB 48KB 64KB 128KB Figure 12 : FFT performance scaling our approach without DMA amortization for 2 to 128 cores. Each performance bar in the figure is normalized to the performance of the same application on a single core. Further, for each bar we also show the maximal theoretical speedup possible (optimal in the figure). As can be seen from the figure in the absence of DMA amortization the achieved performance is not near the theoretical optimal. This is particularly true for bitonic-sort, des and fm. The discrete DMA communication overheads limit the achievable performance. Figure 10 depicts the performance achieved with DMA amortization and compares it with theoretical optimal. As is clearly observable from the figure DMA amortization results in considerable speed-up in bitonic-sort, des and fm, and incremental speed-up in several others. Amortization of communication overhead is a key challenge in multi-core implementations and our technique is effectively able to do so. Further, the designs generated by our approach are quite close to the theoretical optimal solutions.
Performance scaling with available cores and memory
We also evaluated the performance scaling of the solutions generated by our approach for two applications without any statefull actors as the available memory and cores are scaled up. Further, we compared our designs with those generated by Baker et al. [1] . Figures 11 and 12 plot the performance obtained by our approach and by Baker et al. Each point in the two plots is normalized to the performance achieved by a single core architecture with identical memory. As can be observed from the two plots our approach generates designs that scale up linearly with the number of cores. The primary reason is that in the case of the stateless application our approach exploits the available data-level parallelism to the fullest and replicates the application across each of the cores. However, Baker et al. splits the application across the cores, and the resulting buffer requirements in the presence of memory constraints end up limiting the achievable performance.
CONCLUSION
The paper addressed the problem of dynamic scheduling of streaming applications on embedded multi-core architectures. We presented a two stage static-dynamic analysis approach. The static or compile time phase collects useful information about the application and generates re-targetable executables. The dynamic scheduler reads the overall application information generated by the static compilation stage and generates highly optimized parallel implementations on the specified cores. The algorithm complexity of the dynamic scheduler is linear in the number of the cores. We evaluated our approach by comparing its solution quality and run time with two dynamic scheduling and one compile time approach. Our algorithm generates overwhelmingly superior designs in extremely low run times. The block processing based DMA amortization stage was shown to be particularly effective for reducing communication overheads. Further, the solutions generated by our approach was shown to scale up with available cores and memory.
In the proposed approach although we address SPM management through overlay tables we have not addressed problems of code and data overlays. To the best of our knowledge there are no known purely dynamic scheduling approaches that can also address code and data overlay optimizations at run time. Such optimizations have typically been addressed at compile time in the past. Our future work would address incorporating low complexity code and data overlay optimizations that can be integrated with the dynamic scheduler.
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